
VISIONARY INSIGHTS
10 Pro Tips To Instantly Elevate The Emotional     

  Power Of Your Outdoor Photography… 
Without Spending A Cent   



A fox and his pup were enjoying a beer together at the pub (as they do). Talk turned to capturing prey. The inquisitive young 
pup enquired of his father, “What’s the best way to snare dinner?” 

The wise old fox thought for a moment and responded, “I don’t know of one sure-fire way to catch quarry. But I do know a 
hundred ways to, uh, outfox them… and I always choose the best strategy for which ever game I’m chasing.” 

Similarly, the pro outdoor photographer does not believe in any silver bullet or mythical piece of equipment to consistently 
create emotionally evocative images. Rather, they invest time and energy developing and refining an arsenal of visionary 
insights which empower them to capture any scene’s essence. 

Mindful that visionary insight serves as the pro’s source of creativity and artistic signature, I have invited ten incredibly talented 
and world-renowned outdoor photographers to share with you their creative thoughts and processes. Together, we have 
created a remarkable resource comprising of 101 visionary insights which you can quickly and easily apply to your own 
photography to expand your creative vision.   

In the following pages, we share with you a small selection of images and insights taken from our 101 Visionary Insights 
publication. As with any artistic guidelines, the 10 insights you’re about to discover are not to be construed as hard and fast 
rules. Rather, they are simple yet powerful creative triggers that will help you see the world through invigorated eyes. By 
applying these visionary prompts and reminders, you’ll uncover a new world of photographic opportunity that you may have 
never otherwise seen. And it’s this new-found heightened perceptiveness that will instantly elevate the emotional power of your 
images. 

So regardless of whether you’re photographing with a top-end DSLR or you’re just out and about with your smart-phone 
camera, keep these ten visionary insights in mind. Play around with them and use them as a source of inspiration to capture 
your images in new and imaginative ways. They may seem simple, but I guarantee, when you apply these insights to your 
workflows, you’ll be amazed at your results. 

!
!!!
Angelo Ioanides  
Editor  
Extraordinary Vision Magazine

Introduction

San Joaquin Kit Fox: Moose Peterson

http://www.101visionaryinsights.com/jh/?cd=8


VISIONARY INSIGHT #1	

Contextual Portrait



Joshua Holko is a full-time professional landscape, 
nature and wilderness photographer. 	


A passionate photographer, teacher and adventurer, he 
conducts photo-centric workshops and expeditions to 
some of the world's wildest and remotest regions.	


Specializing in the Polar and sub-Polar regions of the 
globe, his work celebrates the extreme latitudes of the 
Polar environment. 

Contextual Portraits 
When photographing wildlife, there are generally two broad types of images you can 

capture: contextual images and portrait images. Contextual images usually capture a wider 

perspective that shows the animal in their natural surrounding and in turn places them in 

context with their environment. Portrait images, on the other hand, tend to focus more tightly 

on the subject’s character and personality without conveying much about their relationship 

with their habitat. However, combining elements of both styles can dramatically elevate the 

evocative power of your images. 

This image of a polar bear eating a fresh seal kill illustrates the power of combining three 

key elements taken from portrait and contextual wildlife photography. 

Firstly, I got down to the level of the bear and was able to make eye contact. Getting eye to 

eye with your subject is fundamental to strong wildlife photography. 

Secondly, the inclusion of the seal carcass very clearly conveys a story of the bear’s 

relationship with its environment. At the same time, the bear’s red face draws the eye in 

such a way as to give this image a feeling of being a portrait.   

Thirdly, the soft background and delicate colors give you a sense of the bears environment 

without overpowering your attention away from the polar bear and his kill. For me, this is a 

beautiful wildlife portrait that speaks clearly to the environment in which the animal lives. Click on the video link above to hear Joshua Holko share more insights behind this image. 

Connect With !
Joshua Holko
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VISIONARY INSIGHT #2	

Punctuate With Gesture



Punctuate With Gesture 
One of the most satisfying aspects of outdoor photography is capturing spontaneous 

images of people or animals in balance with their environments. Because their form is so 

visually recognizable, using people and animals as small points of interest within your larger 

scene often punctuates your images with heightened drama and intrigue. However, it is not 

enough to simply capture a living figure in the landscape. The body position and gesture of 

the figure can make or break an image. 

In this photograph captured on Inle Lake in Myanmar, the two people bending over are 

critical to the emotional power of this image. I’d captured a number of images with these two 

men standing up but those images were nowhere near as captivating as this particular 

moment in time. 

Always be alert to the opportunity to punctuate your images with living forms and when you 

strike such opportunity, pay close attention to gestural nuances that can dramatically impact 

an  image’s evocative power.

Click on the video link above to hear Bob Holmes share more insights behind this image. 

Connect With !
Bob Holmes

Bob Holmes is one of the world’s most prolific travel 
photographers. He has spent over thirty years shooting 
on assignment for hundreds of magazines including 
Time, Life and National Geographic.  	


Along the way, Bob has been given numerous awards 
including being named Travel Photographer of the Year 
by the Society of American Travel Writers on three 
separate occasions.
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VISIONARY INSIGHT #3	

Rippled Reflection



Jim Goldstein is a professional photographer, based out 
of San Francisco who specializes in outdoor and nature 
photography.	


A member of the American Society of Media Photo-
graphers, Jim produces the highest quality photography 
for both commercial clients and fine art photography 
collectors.

Click on the video link above to hear Jim Goldstein share more insights behind this image.

Conventional reflection of Half Dome. Rippled reflection of Half Dome.

Connect With !
Jim Goldstein

Rippled Reflections 
A simple yet effective way to photograph an iconic subject in a new and interesting 

perspective is to photograph its reflection. However, as refreshing as a reflection can be, 

you can elevate the visual and emotional appeal of such an image by introducing a ripple to 

the reflection. 

When I took this photograph of Half Dome reflected in the Merced River, I was surrounded 

by a number of other photographers, all of whom were taking conventional images of this 

photo-icon. When I observed that nearby trees were dropping needles into the river and 

saw the effect the resulting ripples had on the aesthetics of the reflection, I focused all of my 

attention on capturing a rippled reflection. 

Compared to the conventional reflected image of Half Dome, the rippled version is much 

more striking. 
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VISIONARY INSIGHT #4	

Enshroud Your Subject



David H. Wells is a freelance documentary 
photographer and photo-educator who specializes in 
inter-cultural communications and the use of light and 
shadow to enhance visual narratives. 	


His work has been featured in over fifty exhibitions and 
he has taught workshops at the International Center 
for Photography in NYC and at the Maine Media 
Workshops.

Enshroud Your Subject 
A simple yet powerful way to add drama, mystery and intrigue to your images is to photo-

graph the scene through a hanging fabric.   

This image taken of a sari cloth hung out to dry on the banks of the Ganges River in India, 

illustrates three factors required to make such an image successful.  

Firstly, the lens is focussed on the cloth itself. It’s important that the viewer can see the detail 

in the cloth. 

Secondly, the sari is in the shade while the background buildings are illuminated by direct 

sunlight. This contrast allows enough background detail to show through the cloth to make 

the buildings discernible, while the shadow behind the cloth in the bottom third of the image 

blocks out any background distraction which in turn accentuates the detail in the sari. 

Thirdly, the silhouetted figure of the man in the center of the image adds an element of 

human interest. By using a large aperture (f2.8) and focusing on the cloth itself, the 

silhouetted figure is softened to the point that while it is recognisable as a person, it does 

not compete with the fabric’s detail.

Click on the video link above to hear David H. Wells share more insights behind this image.

Connect With !
David H. Wells
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VISIONARY INSIGHT #5	

Eliminate Scale



Varina Patel is an internationally published, award-
winning wilderness and landscape photographer and 
highly acclaimed photo-educator.	


Along with her husband, Jay, Varina has published a 
series of e-books and online tutorials for photo-
graphers and together they conduct photo-workshops 
around the world.

Eliminate Scale 
Its often a good idea to include a visual frame of reference in an image that conveys a 

sense of  scale. However, by completely eliminating all sense of scale, you can effectively 

enhance the mystique and intrigue of an image. 

Jökulsárlón in Iceland, is unquestionably one of the most unique locations I have ever 

visited. These icebergs break-off nearby glaciers and make their way along the river and 

then out into the sea, only to wash up on a black sand beach. The photographic 

opportunities are absolutely amazing. 

I took this shot of a solitary iceberg during a heavily overcast evening. I wanted to create a 

photo that conveyed a sense of the perfect peace I felt in this place. Using a long shutter 

speed to smooth the surface of the incoming waves, I believe I successfully imparted a 

sense of peace. 

However, what I believe makes this image surreal is the complete lack of scale or 

perspective. While this iceberg appears huge, in reality it was only about one and a half 

meters from end to end. Part of perspective confusion comes from the use of a wide-angle 

lens. I got down low and I pulled in close to make the iceberg fill a good part of the frame. 

Of course the other reason it looks larger-than-life is because there's nothing familiar in the 

scene to compare it to. These were deliberate choices I made while composing the photo. I 

wanted to create an incredibly simple scene: no distractions, no extras, just sea, and sky, 

and ice.

Click on the video link above to hear Varina Patel share more insights behind this image. 

Connect With !
Varina Patel
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VISIONARY INSIGHT #6	

Get Your Feet Wet



Jay Patel is a world-renowned, award-winning nature 
photographer with over 1.6 million people Circling him 
in Google+ 	


Having published multiple eBooks and webinars, and 
conducting multiple photo-workshops around the 
world, Jay is internationally recognized as an industry 
leader in outdoor digital photo-education. 

Get Your Feet Wet 
Look at most photographs of lakes and rivers and you’ll see that the vast majority of them 

are captured from the shore. One extremely easy way to breathe new life into your lake and 

river photographs is to physically enter the water.  

This photograph of Punchbowl Falls in Oregon’s Columbia River Gorge illustrates a couple 

of interesting elements you may encounter when you photograph in the water’s flow. With 

the water so clear and relatively shallow, by getting down low I was able to fill the bottom of 

the frame with the river bed. Not only did these create an interesting foreground pattern, 

where the water deepens and the rocks begin to fade under water, a diagonal border is 

formed which leads the eye toward the fall itself. 

Similarly, the trail of bubbles on the water’s surface also create leading lines that draw the 

eye into the fall.  

Of course, when entering any body of water, care needs to be taken to ensure you are not 

putting yourself or your equipment in any danger. A pair of wading shoes will also come in 

handy. 

Click on the video link above to hear Jay Patel share more insights behind this image. 

Connect With !
Jay Patel
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VISIONARY INSIGHT #7	

Acquire Altitude



Gary Crabbe is a full-time landscape and travel 
photographer specializing in commercial and editorial 
location photo-assignments, book projects and stock 
photography.  	

Having managed the Stock Department of Mountain 
Light Photography for nine years, Gary is known for his 
industry expertise and steadfast professionalism.  His 
recently released book, Photographing California: Vol 1 
- North, is his seventh published title.

Acquire Altitude 
If for what ever reason you only have one opportunity to shoot a location, my former boss, 

the late Galen Rowell, would always recommended that you get as high up as you can. The 

simple logic behind this approach is that if you can get high, you invariably increase your 

chances of photographing more than one subject, in more than one direction using more 

than one lens (i.e. wide angle or telephoto). This in turn presents you with more shooting 

possibilities in the limited amount of time you have to photograph that location. 

This approach enabled me to capture two of my favourite images within 30 minutes of each 

other without barely having to move but a couple feet atop Clouds Rest in Yosemite National 

Park.

Click on the video link above to hear Gary Crabbe share more insights behind this image. 

Connect With !
Gary Crabbe

Half Dome backlit at sunset. Looking North-East from Clouds Rest taken 
30 minutes after the Half Dome image. 
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VISIONARY INSIGHT #8	

Reflect Emotion In Human Form



Karen Hutton is a professional photographer and 
voice-over artist Circled by over 1.6 million people in 
Google+.	


Karen is renowned for her unique style of combining 
signature images with inspirational short stories.	


 Karen’s voice is featured in the Stuck On Earth mobile 
app and she recently released her first book, I/WE: 
Scenes From The Big Picture.

Reflect Emotion In Human Form 
One way to magnify the emotional power of an image is to capture a human form that 

encapsulates the essence of the entire scene. 

The three images below were taken over the course of about half an hour at Lake Tahoe. 

This was unquestionably one of the most beautiful sunsets I’ve ever witnessed. The first 

image taken right on sunset shows a gathering of clouds that had me excited with 

anticipation. While I added a little sun flare using Knoll Light Factory, this never the less was 

the way it felt to me at the time. For the second image, I bracketed three exposures to 

create an HDR image in an effort to reproduce this feeling. When I saw this phase of the 

sunset I thought I had died and gone to heaven. But the best was yet to come. 

When I saw the sky at the time I took the third image I thought to myself, “Nobody's going to 

believe these colors! I don’t even believe these colors and I’m standing here looking at 

them!” The sunset was so huge and so magnificent that I was concerned that I wouldn’t be 

able to capture the immense sense of awe and joy I was experiencing at the time. Just then, 

out of nowhere, this guy steps out onto the rock and spontaneously opens his arms to the 

universe. As soon as I saw him strike this pose I said, “There’s the feeling.” His gesture 

reflects the feelings I was experiencing perfectly.  

I have an image without the stranger in the scene, and while still beautiful, it certainly fails to 

impart the same emotional intensity as this image. 
Click on the video link above to hear Karen Hutton share more insights behind this image. 

Connect With !
Karen Hutton
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VISIONARY INSIGHT #9	

Be In The Know



Moose Peterson’s true passion has always been and 
remains photographing the life history of our 
endangered wildlife and wild places. Since 1981, he and 
his wife Sharon have dedicated their lives to this 
pursuit. 	


He shares his knowledge through his writing, being 
published in over 133 magazines worldwide and author 
of 25 books. He lectures across the country to 
thousands upon thousands of photographers each year.

Be In The Know 
Luck is defined as success brought about by chance rather than through one’s own actions. 

While nature presents us with an endless supply of seemingly chance occurrences, your 

ability to capture those moments increases proportionately with knowledge of your subject. 

Take this image for instance. The Salt Marsh Harvest Marsh is a very endangered species 

found only in a few arms of San Francisco Bay. It is so small that it weighs less than a nickel. 

What makes it unique is that not only can it swim in salt water, it also eats and drinks in salt 

water.  

When I heard a lady say, “Oh, look at that little mouse,” I knew it could have only been one 

mouse. I immediately stopped what I was doing an ran over to discover that it was indeed a 

Salt Marsh Harvest Mouse. As luck would have it, the pickle weed pictured here had turned 

into its orange-red fall-colour, making this an extremely serendipitous moment. However, 

without my prior knowledge of this little critter, chances are I would have never captured this 

shot.  

So if you want to improve your “luck” as a photographer, invest the time to know more about 

the subjects you shoot. 

Click on the video link above to hear Moose Peterson share more insights behind this image. 

Connect With !
Moose Peterson
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VISIONARY INSIGHT #10	

Introduce Asymmetry



Ian Plant is a world-renowned professional nature 
photographer, writer, and adventurer who has been 
photographing our natural world for over 20 years.	


Ian is a frequent contributor to and blogger for 
Outdoor Photographer Magazine, a Contributing 
Editor to Popular Photography Magazine, and a 
monthly columnist for Landscape Photography 
Magazine.

Introduce Asymmetry 
I’ve been traveling to the Patagonian region of Southern Chile for several years. A recent 

wildfire had opened up locations that were previously impossible to access. So I took the 

opportunity to explore beyond scenes that were successful for me in the past. As I explored 

the lake shore in the half-light of morning twilight, I was attracted to a small mirror-still bay 

with a flawless reflection of the mountains in the background. 

I stepped back from the water's edge and noticed the sweeping curve of the shore and how 

it related to the overall composition. So rather than simply focus on the mountains and their 

reflection, I used a 24mm lens to include the shoreline. This inclusion of asymmetry gives 

this image energy and depth which lead the eye into the scene. Importantly, the silhouette of 

the shore mimics the reflected ridge line almost perfectly. At no point do these two elements 

touch one another. 

When I set up for this shot, everything looked bleak. The entire scene was covered in 

clouds. But then suddenly, the first light of dawn found a narrow crack in the clouds painting 

the sky and mountains a fiery red. I decided to blur the motion of the clouds so I placed a 

three stop neutral density filter on my lens and selected a low ISO of 100 in order to get a 30 

second exposure. This allowed the red coloured clouds to literally paint across the sky as 

they moved.

Click on the video link above to hear Ian Plant share more insights behind this image.

Connect With !
Ian Plant
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BONUS VISIONARY INSIGHT	

The Perfect Reflection



Angelo Ioanides is the publishing editor of the #1 
outdoor photography magazine published exclusively 
for mobile, Extraordinary Vision Magazine.	


His completely free digital magazine is the culmination 
of twenty years of adventure photography married 
with his second passion, digital publishing.

The Perfect Reflection 
There’s nothing creatively revolutionary about photographing a reflection in a body of still 

water. However, to capture the “perfect” reflection requires application of simple physics 

and a little patience. 

This reflection of St. Bathans in Blue Lake, New Zealand, was taken shortly after sunrise. 

This is a straight image captured on slide film with the only filtration being a circular 

polarizer.  

As the lake acts as a mirror, you will get the greatest saturation and detail in the reflected 

image if the reflecting surface (i.e. the lake) is in shadow and the reflected surface (in this 

case, the hillside) is fully illuminated. 

In plain English, to get the perfect reflection, you want the entire hillside in full sunlight at the 

same time that the entire lake is in shadow. Thankfully, this is very easy to capture.  

At first light, only the top of the hillside was illuminated by direct sunlight. As the sun rose in 

the sky to the left of frame, more and more of the hillside became illuminated. The moment 

the sun first touched the shore line, the entire hillside was completely illuminated. Of course, 

the lake was still in complete shadow, maximising its reflective capacity.   

And that is the precise moment to capture the perfect reflection. 

Connect With !
Angelo Ioanides
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Bonus Resources - Free eBooks

Follow Jay and Varina Patel on their 
two-month French photo-vacation 

and discover how they managed to 
make it work accompanied by four 
small children whilst on a very tight 

budget.

Be inspired by the images and 
insights of Jay and Varina Patel’s 

2010 Southwest Workshop 
participants.

Discover 20 of the most powerful 
concepts in nature photography.  
Download Ian Plant’s Free eBook 

and take better photographs!

http://www.visionary-insights.com/20-tips
http://visionary-insights.com/france
http://www.visionary-insights.com/workshop


Bonus Resources - Free Video Tutorials

Discover Bob Holmes’ unusual methods for creating 
stunning images… with zero digital manipulation

Discover the 10 Step Formula for predictably 
generating a 6 figure income from photography.

http://www.visionary-insights.com/PEB
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Bonus Resources - Free Digital Magazines

Discover the stories behind Moose 
Peterson’s most inspirational images. 

Download the premiere issue of     
BT Journal for free.

Enjoy powerful insights into living 
your life as an art.  

Watch Karen Hutton interview some 
of the coolest people on the planet.

Create more evocative outdoor 
images without spending a cent. 
Download every monthly issue of   

EV Magazine absolutely free.

http://www.visionary-insights.com/evmag
http://www.visionary-insights.com/evmag-google-play
http://www.visionary-insights.com/bt-journal
http://www.visionary-insights.com/the-chat


Discover All 101 Visionary Insights

Discover 101 advanced visionary insights from 10 of the 
world’s most celebrated outdoor photographers.  

Comprised of 101 stunningly beautiful images, this 
inspirational 170-page eBook shares 101 advanced 
creative tips that will instantly elevate the emotional 
power of your images. 

Each image is accompanied by a short yet powerful 
practical insight that you can quickly and easily integrate 
into your own visionary workflows to create highly 
evocative images without having to spend a cent on 
equipment of software.

Learn More Learn More Learn More

USD$12 USD$27 USD$17

If you’ve enjoyed these 10 Visionary Insights, you’ll absolutely love our complete program, 101 Visionary Insights. 
Regardless of whether you’re an absolute beginner or a seasoned pro, these highly inspirational visionary insights from world renowned outdoor 
photographers will not only instantly boost the emotional impact of your images, but also elevate the joy you experience from your photography.

Elevate your creativity to new heights and discover how 
to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary.  

Over the course of 10 riveting and revealing videos (4 
hours in total), you’ll hear each photographer openly 
share their creative thoughts and workflows behind 
each image in much greater detail.  

These intimate and inspiring narratives will give you 
rare insight into what it takes to consistently create 
breathtakingly beautiful outdoor photographs.

If you prefer to receive the highest level of tuition at the 
best possible value, then our “101 Visionary Insights” 
Platinum Package is perfect for you. 

Not only are you getting instant access to both the 101    
Visionary Insights eBook and Video Series, you’re 
also getting Jay and Varina Patel’s highly acclaimed 
eBook, “Vibrant Colors" absolutely free. 

That’s $49.00 worth of tuition for less than the cost of 
lunch.

This Is NOT A Physical DVD Set.	

All Video Content Is Delivered Online 

Option 1: 101 Visionary Insights eBook Option 2: 101 Visionary Insights Video Series Option 3: 101 Visionary Insights Platinum
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